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Hello to everybody on what is a lovely
morning , or is it l ask myself.
The sun is shining bright out of a very
blue sky so why l ask myself, after a good
nights sleep, is a tree (a large one)
stretched across the back garden.
I did not Experience what is left of the
Japanese Typhoon that nearly spoilt the
Rugby for many of you, as I seemingly slept
through it.
I was tired maybe!
But worst of all, like many of you, l
keep a camera ready and primed for such
an eventuality for filming - that was one I
did miss.
All I need now is a neighbour with a
saw and a log burner.
Happy Filming.
David Martin

Peter
Heaven

Chairman SoCo Regional Council
davidmartinsoco@gmail.com

Tom
Hardwick
Robert Paget

Melvyn
Dover
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Lee Prescott

Hello and welcome to this edition of
SoCo news. With so many contributors I
am sure there will be something of
interest for you to read.
When I get the national Film & Video
Maker magazine I always turn to read
Tom Hardwick’s article first. It’s always so
interesting and relevant.
So, needless to say, I was delighted
when he started to write for SoCo News.
And I always get to read it before you!
Perks of being the editor.
In this edition Tom writes about a
remarkable piece of audio recording
equipment. I was so impressed I ordered
one that very day and can back up
everything Tom has to say about it.
Check out his kit review on page 13.

12Watch

Since the last edition I had the
pleasure of visiting Bristol Film & Video
Society as judge in one of their
competitions.

My wife and I were made very
welcome by everyone and, although I had
already seen the films to judge them, it
was great to see them up on “the big
screen”.
There was, as expected, a collection of
well polished films and I enjoyed chatting
with some of the film makers during the
evening.
Judging was particularly difficult with
just a few points between the top
contenders.
Sadly this great night out was slightly
overshadowed by a longer than expected
drive back to Plymouth.
Two sections of the motorway were
closed leading to detours. Then to top it
all Haldon Hill was closed and I had to
detour that!
Ah well….
Keep Smiling, Pip
pipcritten@googlemail.com

Dear Sir,
I would like to comment on Peter Heaven’s technical
tutorial, ‘Beginners Guide’ in that tutorials written to this
standard take an awful lot of time in the preparation and
total commitment is called for. I’ve often considered
I couldn’t help but smile when I read Tom Hardwick’s writing technical pieces to this level, but have dithered,
article regarding retro technology.
thinking that the majority of videographers have little
Many years ago I had a Saturday job in a shop selling time for grappling with the technical depth required to
HiFi. The real stuff; Truvox, Brenell, Ferrograph, Revox, understand the nuances of scientific advancement.
FiCord, Leak, Rogers, Quad, to name but a few. A lot of
It is my humble opinion that Peter’s workpiece is
these had glass valves which got warm. And that was worthy of printing and placing in one’s reference
reflected in the quality of the sound – the later transistor notebook, for he has cut away the flounce and posturing
models sounded a bit ‘sterile’, so maybe ‘digital is too of the mathematician who seemingly aims to confound
sharp’, and not just for images. OK, back in the days of the Joe Public, and frequently succeeds, albeit inadvertently
wireless set in the corner, with a magic eye tuner and an or otherwise. In his article, Peter refers to a masterpiece
illuminated tuning scale with magical names on it like of technical writing, it being so in-depth that this £200
Luxemberg and Droitwich, we spoke of it having a ‘nice hard backed tome may now be purchased as a soft-back
tone’, a reassuringly friendly quality that was a reliable £2.50 ‘sample read’, such is the fate of a brilliant and
companion to keep you company. ASo why go back to learned author who mistakenly considers that many folk
LPs? Like you say, they have a nice big picture and often a share his interest to a similar depth as his own.
lot of info on the cover. But importantly you are aware
Comparing the above book, it becomes quite
that you are holding the sound in your hand. Which you
apparent that Peter has found a near-to-ideal level of
took 10 minutes carefully cleaning before placing the
technical mediocrity in his authoring of his workpiece and
precious disk on the turntable, and slowly lowering the
in so doing has achieved a balance of technical
stylus with 1gm of downward pressure into the groove.
understanding, which is able to be taken on-board by
Cassettes just don’t have that appeal, but like steam trains
those of us who do not possess a wealth of scientific
you can see the wheels going round, and that can be
knowledge.
mesmerising in itself. Of course, to make a real impression
I feel sure that many of our younger videographers
you had a tape recorder with 10” reels! That was
will be greatly assisted when later grappling with ‘Longmesmerising.
GOP’ compression techniques and methods used to dupe
There’s an indefinable magic with mechanical kit that
the human mind into perceiving that which doesn’t really
a bit of plastic with a chip in it just doesn’t equal. Don’t
exist in reality.
forget that whereas video has a myriad of different file
A matter of observation may be pertinent here: some
formats and definitions, 35mm film can be scanned to any
one of them as required, which is why professional pet dogs bark at other dogs on T/V and many will sit and
suppliers of stock footage like to continue using it. It may watch a T/V. It must therefore be assumed that the
also have far better archive life. Digital sound is almost eye/brain mechanism of other animals is similar to our
always compressed, compromising the basic quality. You own, although a dog is said to have dichromatic vision,
whereas, we are gifted with trichromatic vision.
can’t get back fine details from lossy compression.
I have a very nice Minolta XD-7 35mm camera and a
few well-chosen lenses to go with it, and I really am
wondering about getting a reel of film to see if it still
works. Again, when loading and winding-on there is a
tactile interaction with the camera that just doesn’t exist
with DSLRs... Not to mention my Elmo C-300 multi-format
cine camera, with interchangeable Regular 8, Super-8,
Single-8 and Double Super-8 backs! And there is another
important issue. A 35mm camera had a long life, because
any upgrade was usually in the film stock and you could
buy loads of lenses to replace any you thought weren’t
good enough. This supported a healthy second-hand
market. But with digital, the imaging chip in the camera is
almost certainly a fixed item, so to increase your pixel
count you need to buy a whole new camera. And then you
find the back-focus or somesuch is different so you need
a whole new set of lenses... and so it goes on, making it
difficult and/or expensive to build up your collection of kit.

You have a rare gift Peter Heaven, and I know I speak
for the majority when I say, please pen more of the same,
as you have helped we authors raise the bar of our
magazine’s contents and served to broaden its coverage
… and don’t be surprised if you are asked permission for
other magazines to publish your work.
I know I speak for our editor, Pip, the SoCo Team and
readers of SoCo when I say: “Thank you so much.”
Yours truly,
Dave Jones.
[Ed: totally agree.]

Dear Pip,
I have very recently enjoyed exceptional and
fabulous Entertainment and continue to do so by:“BIGLITTLE Theatre School” of Christchurch, Dorset.

I remember some years ago a HiFi magazine (my
apologies, I can’t remember which one) had a cartoon
showing a HiFi nut with a whole pile of kit with no
loudspeakers but instead, two oscilloscopes. The text read
‘This way, I can see it’s perfect!’ Many a true word.

Video filmed seamlessly and expertly with multi
cameras under the Direction of my friend Eric
Montague, “Netfora Media” of Gillingham, Dorset.
www.netfora.tv

Those were the days. Any youngsters reading this, just
wait 50 years. Your time will come. I hope it’s as full of
happy memories, like the unforgettable hum of a Eumig
projector warming up and the sense of anticipation...

If you like Musicals, Musical Presentations
particularly, and superb energetic performances by
Young People, (8 to 19 years of age) these DVD
recordings are, frankly, not to be missed.

Pete Heaven

I highly recommend them to you.
Lee Prescott. F.A.C.I.

SoCo Regional Awards Video
Competition 2019

Top of the Clubs Competition
1�� Place: Oasis – Paul Vernon - Solent Movie Makers

2ⁿ� Place: Respected Mother – Bristol Film & Video
Society
This has been a great year for our regional
competition and we thought it might be interesting to see
3�� Place: The Longest Village in the Country – Anne
how it measures up, so here are some numbers:
Massey -Reading Film & Video Makers
45: Video’s entered
23: Online entries

Dolphin Competition

14: DVD entries

1�� Place: Boris - Bristol Film & Video Society

6: Blu-ray entries

2ⁿ� Place: A Tale of Two Kittles – Susie Walker

2: Memory Stick entries

3�� Place: You Make My Dreams – Suzie Topolska –
40%: Video clubs within our region supported the Teign Film Makers Club
competition
5hrs 32 mins: Total viewing time

Baby Dolphin Competition

3293: Words written by our 3 judges

1�� Place: How Smart Are You – Brian Hibbitt

335: Categories assessed by the judges

2ⁿ� Place: Help Me - Bristol Film & Video Society
3�� Place: Cupboard – Oli Seaman

Congratulations to the winning entries and thanks to
everyone who entered, for, without each of you and the
Regional Awards Competition
work and effort you put in there would not have been
1�� Place: Oasis - Paul Vernon – Solent Movie Makers such a feast of excellent films for us all to enjoy and, as a
2ⁿ� Place: John Ruskin, Strange Genius – Gordon Young result, the world would be a poorer place. Thank you.
Tony Colburn
3�� Place: Respected Mother - Bristol Film & Video
Society

I would like to begin by saying ‘thank you’ to David
Jones for his reply regarding my question about using
other people’s images, (OPI). I felt his comments put a
different perspective on the subject than I had
considered. From my own point of view, I find it
impossible to make documentary films without using OPI.

overhead wires for the trolleybuses and drove them to
make extra money for his family.
He had numerous photos and other items of interest
including drawings and I used these in the film. I
contacted a friend of mine who filmed the trolleybuses
and I copied his cine film myself.

David mentions his film that covered the period from
Surly this is how a documentary film should be made?
43 AD to 1945 and the comment that it was lazy film I recall a film not so long ago in the So-Co Competition
making. Good grief, do people know how much work goes that did very well and that was almost entirely OPI.
into a film like this! Simply hours and hours of research,
On another point, someone asked why I didn’t use a
writing a suitable script to match carefully filmed images.
full stop after my on screen captions.
Or perhaps this is not considered film making?
Following that remark, I have taken note of how it is
Are we denying a person their chosen way in the film
used on tv. Generally, with subtitles that are on a black
world? In most of my documentaries, I interview people
background, there is normally a full stop at the end of a
who are pivotal to the film. How can I let them speak
sentence, but quite often not when there is no
endlessly about a subject that is crying out for suitable
background panel. Full stops are not used in newspaper
images? In my opinion, nearly all documentaries have OPI.
headings, which I feel are just statements and that is what
My view is that if I have something more interesting than
most of my film captions are.
the person, then yes OPI should be used.
Lastly, someone asked why I put a date at the end of
To give you an example, many years ago I met a
my film and not THE END. It’s just something I have done
gentleman who worked in the drawing office of the
for quite awhile now and is just a personal preference.
Portsmouth Tramways. He went on to design the
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Teign Film Makers Club

Youtube and Vimeo

So Brothers and Sisters we’ve had to temporarily
Teign Film Makers Club is a few meetings into the new
shelve our latest production due entirely to the 2019/2020 season which commenced with the traditional
deplorable weather.
open house first meeting on Monday 9th September and
We set out on the 22 miles round trip on a bright saw many of its members attending. Although it was
sunny Autumnal Sunday to film all the location, gratifying to see so many familiar and happy faces in a
background, and establishing shots for our upcoming room buzzing with conversation, it was disappointing that
no new faces were in evidence.
latest production.
The second meeting was the first part of a ‘film in two
For this we did not require the presence of any of our
evenings’ event and members used their imagination and
actors, who were working anyway!
knowledge to shoot a film based on a basic story line
Having made the journey through Gloucestershire’s
which left room for them to expand using their talents.
deplorable pot holed road system and recorded these
The second part of the event will be the edit and show
necessary sequences, we returned home as the only Pub
evening later in the programme.
was shut anyway.
On October 7th, we met for a technical evening which
Alas thus far, we have been unable to continue with
included a short presentation by Peter Hiner and Roger
the Production due entirely to the lousy weather as the
Western relating to the technical and practical merits of
location site is way out in wide open treeless, shelter-less
using manual settings on cameras. The evening also
country. We even had to Moove the Moo Moo’s to park
included a question and answer session during which
the chariot.
queries were raised and answered on many diverse topics
Maybe the weather will improve when the snow relating to film making and production.
comes!
The club welcomed experienced amateur film maker
Keep smiling – it doesn’t hurt!
Peter Bloor as a guest speaker on Monday 21st October.
Peter, accompanied on the night by his wife Rita, is the
Lee Prescott. F.A.C.I
brother of TFMC member Eileen Thorp and has been a
member of Cheadle and Stoke Film Makers for 6 years. He
is also a member of Stoke Cine and Video Society and has
also been a member of Crewe Movie Makers for 15 years.
He presented twelve of his films which he
accompanied with additional information, comments and
explanations. Our thanks to Peter for taking the time to
visit the club and for entertaining the audience in such a
professional way.

If you have any video
equipment for sale contact the
editor to feature it in this
magazine:
pipcritten@googlemail.com

Teign Film Makers Club welcomes visitors both local
and not so local to any meeting and if you want more
information about the upcoming programme, events and
updates please visit the website.
http://www.teignfilmmakersclub.org or visit the
Facebook page.
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Dear Film Makers,
If you have been wondering if you have missed
information about this year’s Teign Cup Competition run
by Teign Film Makers’ Club (usually run in October), worry
not. You haven’t missed out and we have not cancelled
the competition. In order to try and encourage more club
members and individual film makers to attend the
screening day in Teignmouth we have moved the
competition to next Spring. With more daylight and
hopefully better weather for return journey we hope
more of you will be encouraged to come along.

Gloucester Film Makers
Our 11 competitions are finished for this year. A total
of 27 films were entered in the various categories. Many
thanks to those who did make films and congratulations
to the winners.
On November 4th we hold our Finals Night and some
members from the Tewkesbury Club will be the judges
then. They will be looking for the Best Film and also the
film with the Best Sound.
With 11 different types of film to judge this will not be
an easy task. I wish them good luck.

As usual we have had a busy year. In March we hosted
The next Teign Cup Competition will be held on the Annual Inter Club Competition which was won by the
Saturday 25�� April 2020.
Tewkesbury Club. Next March the Worcester Club will be
The closing date will be Friday 27�� March 2020. The the hosts for what will be the 53rd event.
closing date is one month before the screening date in
Our Video Road Shows go from strength to strength
order to give our judges plenty of time to review the with 19 done to date and four still to do. A grand total of
entries - Easter being in that period.
23 which is the most we have ever done in one year.
Entry forms, competition rules and other information Normally we do about 15.
will be sent out shortly and will appear on our web site
My thanks to Mike Morris and Chris Wheatley our
and in SoCo news in the New Year. PLEASE put the date projectionists for these shows. On that theme we are now
in your diaries, look out for the entry forms and make sure looking for a new projector which has kept Mike and Chris
your entries are ready.
busy!
We are looking forward to another great competition
Our Annual Vintage Steam Railway Show was popular
and see
with the old 1960s cine film being converted to digital and
to a very high quality.
Ivan Andrews
The AGM in mid November will see our current
http://www.teignfilmmakersclub.org or visit the Chairman, Clare Robinson, standing down after eight
years. We extend our sincere thanks to Clare for all the
Facebook page.
very hard work and effort she has given to the club.
Chair: Teign Film Makers' Club

Looking ahead, preparations are well underway for
our 2020 programme which already includes eight Video
Road Shows.
Always something to look forward to and that's what
keeps us going!
John Greene,
Gloucester Film Makers.

An interesting and entertaining evening showing nine
films for the 2019 BFVS Annual Competition night.
Congratulations to all the film-makers who
participated and a big thank you to the judge, Pip Critten,
for all his hard work in analysing the films, presenting the
awards and travelling all the way from Plymouth.

Winner of Annual Trophy: 'Bristol Through Maps' by
Gordon Young
Runner-up - Burris cup and a certificate: 'Six Miles
Into The Bay' by Chris Richardson-Brand
Best Newcomer & “The Ray Buckland Trophy for
Composition”: 'They Are Here' by Neal Tucker
“Don Smith Trophy” for best “Narration and / or the
Spoken Word”: 'The Real Lancashire Coast' by Chris
Richardson-Brand

Proud winners with a little old man in a blue suit who
judged the competition.

WEYMOUTH MOVIE MAKERS
I make films and do creative writing for our local
magazine, so I know some of the highs and lows of being
creative. It is great to have as wide an audience as
possible for our work. Watching amateur films inspires
Results and Winning Films Show 7:30 pm Wednesday
others in their film-making, you may never know the good
8��April 2020 at Centenary Club, 21 Jubilee Close,
effect that your film has upon others. The judging of the
Weymouth, DT4 7BG
films will be sensitive and the comments will be positive,
Closing Date Monday 2ⁿ� March 2020
we don't want to upset anyone, what would be the point
This is an open competition open to anyone of that!
anywhere, please enter.
The results and winning film-show will be at 7:30 pm
It will be the third year I have been running the on Wednesday 8��� April 2020 at Centenary Club, 21
Weymouth Penny Cup Competition.
Last years' Jubilee Close, Weymouth, DT4 7BG. Free admission, free
competition worked well. The way we judge the films is parking and a warm welcome from club members. If you
myself and two other club members get together and come we will be sure to show your film.
watch the films, we individually give marks on technical
Please enter your films in DVD format and encourage
quality, sound, entertainment and something uniquely
as many as you can to enter the 2019 Penny Cup so that
special about each film. Depending on what films are
we have another great competition. - John Simpson
entered we categorise the films. Last year we categorised
Please send entries to: John Simpson, 9 Ford Down
the films into Documentary, Straight Drama and Comedy.
This time there may be an under five minute section or an Lane, Henley, Buckland Newton, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2
animation section, it just depends what is entered. There 7BW
will be an overall winner which could be a club or an
John Simpson
individual and they will have their name engraved on the
Penny Cup and get a £25 prize.

Weymouth Movie Makers
“PENNY CUP” Open Competition 2020

COMPETITION RULES
Entry Cost £5
1. Any film on DVD, HD, Blu-Ray disk, maybe entered into this amateur competition. It can be entered by an
individual or a club. Young people and Students are welcome to enter.
2. The winning entrant will receive a £25 cheque and hold the Penny Cup for one year if they so wish or a
Photograph of winner being presented with the Cup together with a certificate. If the winner does wish to hold
the cup for a year it will be their responsibility to pick it up from Weymouth Movie Makers and return it.
Certificates and encouraging comments will be given to all participants.
3. The overall winner will be the winner of the Penny Cup. Films will also be judged in categories, Drama, Comedy,
Drama, Documentary, Travelogue, etc.
4.

The number of entries from any one club or organisation is not restricted.

5.

All entries, together with entry forms and fees, must be received by Monday 2nd March 2020

6.

In the event of there being insufficient entries received to run the competition by the closing date, the
competition will be deferred to a later date.

7. No nudity, swearing or cruelty to animals in the films please. Films may use up to 10% of other peoples stock
footage if you have copyright clearance.
8. The committee of the Weymouth Movie Makers will rule on all matters concerning the competition. Their
decisions will be final. A film may only be entered once in the Competition
9.

Maximum running time fifteen (15) minutes - including titles and credits.

Please send entries to:
John Simpson, 9 Ford Down Lane, Henley, Buckland Newton, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 7BW

WEYMOUTH MOVIE MAKERS

Weymouth Movie Makers
“PENNY CUP” Open Competition 2020

Penny Cup Entry Form
PENNY CUP COMPETITION,
Wednesday 8th April 2020 7:30pm
The showing of the Penny Cup Films will be at the:
CENTENARY CLUB, 21 JUBILEE CLOSE, WEYMOUTH, Dorset, DT4 7BG
CLOSING DATE 2nd March 2020
Title of Film

.......................................................….…………...................

Name of Film Maker

.......................................................….…………...................

Address and Post Code

.......................................................….…………................…
.......................................................….…………................…
.......................................................….…………...................

TEL

.......................................................….…………................…

E-MAIL

........................................................….…………..................

Are you a member of a film club? If so which one (optional)
Format (Please Circle) DVD HD

BLUE-RAY Aspect Ratio

4.3

16.9

If film is on YouTube, Facebook or Vimeo please write title and URL below.
Running Time (Max 15 Minutes )

………………….............................................

DECLARATION: I accept the conditions of entry to this competition.
Name: ………………………………………….

Signature:

Fee per entry: £5.00 please make the Cheque payable to WEYMOUTH MOVIE MAKERS
and forward cheque and film and Completed Entry Form to competition Organiser
John Simpson,
9 Ford Down Lane, Henley, Buckland Newton, Dorchester, Dorset T2 7BW

If you are looking for some thoughtful Christmas Competition (hosted in Tewkesbury). The story relied
heavily on Petula Clark’s 1967 hit “The other man’s grass
reading, I recommend “Rebel Ideas” by Matthew Syed.
Not an obvious link to enthusiast film making, but it is always greener” (could you actually have a title like that
explained to me not just how a group of people working today?), and was a Club production filmed entirely
together can achieve greater things. Sounds obvious, but indoors. I was one of half a dozen late teenage Club
there needs to be creative dissent and skilful leadership members at the time, but the large Club was very forward
which can both understand and uses that. I had always thinking in funding the film.
wondered why some committees are so positive and
efficient, whilst others are unwilling to adopt any fresh
ideas at all (because they are operating in an “echo
chamber” which preserves their status quo, but which
protects and isolates them from any endangering outside
ideas – much like an inward looking American cult
religion). The writer also examines the role of “sharing
information” and proves that such “sharing” has
contributed to the increase in the size of the human brain
over millennia.
Through the book and
you may see the relationship
to how “SOCO News” is so
important in terms of
“sharing”, how some clubs
flourish, and far more darkly,
how members can, or have
been, driven away from a
club, because they are the
ones who possess the
“diverse thinking”.
The growth of online
unacceptable words and
attitudes, and controlling
and dealing with that is now
an everyday news story. As fellow enthusiast film makers,
we have to ensure that our films (and articles in
magazines etc.) remain within the socially acceptable, and
do not bring our respective clubs or the IAC into
disrepute. It is important to remember that through your
own films and possibly articles, you are giving a “window”
into the person you are.

Several telephones were on a table in front of the
main actor, with one of them marked “hotline”. There was
also a framed portrait of Prime Minister Harold Wilson,
and the desk worker looked at this and gave it a “thumbs
up” gesture. Once the hotline had to be answered it
would burn his hand badly and knock him to the ground.
Thus, the political ambition, in this case: “the other man’s
grass”, being turned to a disaster. A jokey plot and it was
all lots of fun to make. We gave our all, and it expectedly
did very poorly in that competition. (I have Tewkesbury’s
printed programme somewhere, and may release the film
as a “silent” on YouTube in the future). I am sure the main
audience wondered “why?”, and none of us fell into any
trap of thinking what we had filmed was some sort of
artistic miracle during the era of Ken Russell. However,
the “sharing” of being in that competition probably
helped us in all sorts of ways towards improving our later
films and moving up the skills ladder. None of us saw the
competition as a “war with enemies”, but simply a
competitive meeting of civilised people with a common
interest, irrespective of the size of the competition.
An editor in the American film industry, Jeff Bartsch of
Story Greenlight has some very instructive videos and
loads of creative skill. He has a great demonstration of
editing to a musical tempo, and how to take that to the
next level, whilst I had never thought about “screen
magnets”, but it makes complete sense in this
demonstration:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09uI6aQmOvI&feat
ure=youtu.be

I always smile at the articles which blame the current
weather for being unable to film: The depressed
enthusiast just watching the rain drops forming patterns
on the window. Get out and FILM IT!... So called “good
weather” is not necessarily the best for camera work,
where harsh changing shadows and strong sunlight will
give you plenty of problems. If you cannot film the
planned shoot, then use the time to rethink your filming
and challenge what you may even believe you are good at.
It may well be outside your comfort zone, but may give
I have as yet to think about this technique when
you a greater understanding of creating a “story” out of
editing, but know that some may find this useful, and may
simply what you observe.
consider its implication when shooting and framing
I had just carried out some frost prevention work on
cutaways.
plumbing and air vents and was driving up the motorway
My wife tells me that when a film is really well edited
in heavy traffic and falling temperatures. I switched the
and
easily watched, she just follows what is happening
radio away from the political debate to the Radio 2 Steve
and
is
unaware of how much work has gone into it. She
Wright afternoon show. The first music track I heard
instantly had me imagining that I was filming and editing considers that this in turn could result in a judge giving it
to it, making me wonder whether that should be the a lower mark. Now that is a thought.
genre of film I should return to. This reminded me how
my teenage years of film making would often start with an
idea from a music track.
“Seeing Red” (Standard 8) came from just such an
idea, and was an entry in the Gloucester Trophy

Robert Paget

I go to lots of festivals overseas. Love the people, the
films, the new places … but worry about the food. Some is
outstanding, but some is just yuk. As for trying to get a
decent cup of tea – forget it. That’s why I am so looking
forward to UNICA in 2020. It will have all the good things
and British food. The picture shows just a few of the range
of eats close to the Crescent Cinema, where the event
takes place.
UNICA2020 is a once in a lifetime event. Britain last
hosted the event in 1951 at Glasgow, Scotland’s second
city. 69 years later we will celebrate in England’s second
city, so if you or your partner might find watching 150 or
so short films in a week a bit much, there are plenty of
distractions. Is it the universe’s biggest Primark shop?
Have you looked into the pen museum? Does the Sea Life
exhibition catch your eye?
A couple of hundred people will come from all over
the world – join them! It is free to watch the films. If you
want to enjoy the fun of the opening and closing banquets
or go on the all-day excursion to the Black Country Living
Museum + Lichfield or the half-day outing for a morning
stroll through part of the city and lunch on a canal trip …
those cost extra.

Plymouth (3½ hours), Gloucester (55 minutes), Reading
93 minutes), Southampton (2½ hours.) Book early for
lower prices.
Jan and I use www.redspottedhanky.com.
By
National Express buses Plymouth is 5¾ hours, Bristol 2
hours … check on https://book.nationalexpress.com

For practical information keep an eye on the website
From SoCo it is easy to get to Birmingham. You could
which
will soon appear www.unica2020.uk
drive but traffic around the city is bad and the parking fees
are horrendous. But there are great train services to
Dave Watterson (UNICA President)
Birmingham New Street station from Bristol (85 minutes),

It’s probably a long time ago that you gave your email address to head office and some of the email addresses
are no longer current. This makes it a little difficult for the committee to keep in touch and to forward out
information about competitions etc.
If you have received this email direct from the editor then we have your current email address.
If you have received it from a third party, such as a club secretary or friend, could you please let us have you
current email address.
Please send any email address amendments to:
pipcritten@googlemail.com
Many thanks for your help.

Have we gone full circle? Almost 100 years ago the Record Company to give the “Beatles” a recording
desire for sound actually with film started to come into Contract)
being in the cinema. I write “with film” instead of “on
There proved to be an exception, American brothers
film” as that, originally was the way it was!
Harry, Al, Sam, Jack, accepted it and their Studio became
Way back in the late 1870s, (hm, yeah a bit before my known as “Warner Brothers” and still is.
time), Edison the Inventor had experimented with
Sound with film proved to be not just a “fad”!
recording pictures and around the same time, invented
It’s always been thought that the first “sound film”
the cylindrical form of acoustic sound recording. He
was “The Jazz Singer” – it wasn’t!
wanted to combine the two so commenced experiments.
The very first sound with film was Warner’s “Don
To some extent he was successful but in a nutshell his
major problem was in synchronising his two systems! Juan” which had accompanying sound but ONLY an
“Well its gotta come” he said! (Takes me back to when we orchestra. Then followed “The Jazz Singer” starring Al
had to synchronise reel to reel tape recordings with 8mm Jolson. This production was a mixture of silent and sound.
cine films). Yes, Invention is the heart of man! Otherwise However, the “Vitaphone” sound system was not sound
known as progress. The acoustic system involved a large ON film…the sound was electrically recorded on a large
horn narrowing to a “recording head” with a sharp needle gramophone record. In the cinema projection box the
into which the performer spoke or sang etc. The needle projectionists had to synchronise the sound on the disc
vibrated cutting a grove into a wax cylinder. On playback with the action on screen. Difficult, not particularly, as a
the reverse took place and the sound waves engraved form of timed marking was employed. At times though
onto the cylinder replayed back and were amplified by the synchronisation slipped resulting in roars of laughter and
horn. Later a guy name of Berliner developed the flat disc boos from the audience! None the less sound films had
we know today but the acoustic mechanics of the arrived and were to stay.
principle remained the same.
(During my long ago years with the film industry the
The art and actors in record player in the projection booths were always
silent films proved to be referred to by Projectionists as “The Non Sync” meaning
completely changed with the it was just the turntable on which to play entering and
arrival of sound films. In leaving music etc)
silent films as nothing the
The transition from silent to sound films resulted in
actors uttered was heard, not only the cinema musicians finding themselves
the requirements changed redundant but also many of the silent era actors also.
absolutely. In silent films Many were considered to have “comical voices” which did
their
“body
language” not fit their on screen persona resulting in audience mirth.
including the all important Of course the early microphone frequencies etc. must
facial expressions formed have had a part to play in this. These actors included Pola
the complete art and Negri, Ramon Navaro, Vilma Blanky, Rod la Rocque, Agnes
conveyed to audiences the Ayrs, Clara Bow – who was reported as screaming “thank
portrayal. The set up of God” - as a studio sound stage caught fire! Also many
sound changed all of that. As in sound films, the uttered more. Others like Gloria Swanson, Joan Crawford, Greta
word is “supposedly” a complete part of an actor’s Garbo, Paul Muni survived the change. The Studio’s
conveying remit and performance.
eventually had to recruit stage actors whose voices were
In the long gone time of the silent film era theatre’s obviously acceptable.
employed orchestras, organs, pianos, depending on the
Eventually inventors found a way of recording the
class of cinema to accompany the screening. Suitable sound “photographically” on the edge of the film
music was timed and reflected / added, to the on screen applicable to each scene which made the use of
action. This aspect gave additional industry work to many accompanying
gramophone
records
mercifully
people. Of it, only the cinema organ was retained as a redundant. – Much later of course the magnetic stripe as
classic presentation of itself before the screening started we know it was developed.
and during an interval, if there was one. This produced a
Now we have multi track quadraphonic “Digital”
whole new range of famous solo artists virtually all of sound bursting from every wall to sound hound our ears.
whom made radio broadcasts, which were very popular. Unfortunate, in it that the sound quality fails to match as
Jump to the 1920s… The change from silent to sound so many actors mumble their words thus defeating the
films completely changed the Cinema.
development. I find it quite strange in that I can hear quite
Early during the transitional time, Inventors worked clearly all dialogue spoken live from a stage, all dialogue
on trying to do what Edison had been unable to quite clearly in an old film which has not been digitised
accomplish – combining film with recorded sound. The and quite oddly, all the sound from an amateur film – to
solution came with the common arrival of electricity date.
enabling them to do so. Microphones were developed,
Maybe I need my
actors spoke, music and sound FX included The main
“frequencies checked”!
system was titled “Vitaphone”. The set up was brought to
Lee
the studios…. BUT… Executives, Producers, Directors
effectively said, “Depart Hence sound with film is only a
fad”! (Brings to mind latterly the flat refusal of a certain

Subsampling - this is where that Binary stuff [from the
last edition] comes in handy.

Typical compression formats
JPEG

Joint Photographic Experts Group

CCIR 601, now referred to as ITU-R BT.601 (who thinks
up these catchy titles?), is the 4:2:2 format standard for
encoding interlaced analogue video signals in digital form.
The encoding system is known as YUV, where there are 8
bits allocated to Luminance (Y) and 4 bits each (therefore
a total of another 8 bits) allocated to the Chrominance
levels U/Cb and V/Cr. Sampling could have been called
8:4:4, but as it’s a ratio it’s reduced to 4:2:2 (or 4:2:0 or
4:1:1). Or if you’re very rich, 4:4:4 which is used for highend film scanners and cinematic post-production.

MPEG

Motion Picture Experts Group

MPEG1 (1992)
Supports Video coding up to about 1.5Mbits/s and
stereo audio at 192 Kbits/s. Used for CDi and Video-CD.
It does not support interlaced video. It has a horizontal
resolution of 240 lines - similar to VHS.
MPEG2 (1994)
4-9Mbit/s, supports interlaced video beyond 400
lines. Used for DVDs and Super VCDs.

4:2:0 doesn’t mean that there is no V/Cr information
SDTV 3-15 Mbits/s, HDTV 15-30Mbits/s. Also used for
stored, but that in each line only one colour difference Freeview and Satellite TV.
channel is stored, with half the horizontal resolution. The
MPEG3 (not in use) Originally intended for HDTV, but
channel which is stored alternates, so the ratio is 4:2:0 for
this
is now covered by MPEG2.
one line and 4:0:2 the next. This results in half the
MPEG4
horizontal resolution and half the vertical resolution,
resulting in a quarter of the overall colour resolution.
ASF, DivX, WMV, low bandwidth systems; Satellite TV,
(Source: Wikipedia)
mobile phones.
Quantisation expresses the level (quantity) of each
DV, MiniDV
component:
Fixed 5:1 Intra-frame. (Each frame is independent and
0 and 255 are reserved for sync, and 1 to 254 for video. complete).
The Luminance value (Y) ranges from 16 (black) to 235
JPEG compression is used for still images. It uses
(white).
discrete cosine transform (don’t ask me!) and provides
(1-15 and 236-254 allow for overshoot and lossy compression at ratios up to 100:1 and more. Some
undershoot).
images can be compressed at 10:1 or even 20:1 with little
apparent loss of sharpness.
Vertical resolution:
The number of horizontal lines in the image, counting down
the screen.
Horizontal resolution:
The number of pixels in each line, counting across the
screen.

JPEG++ allows selected areas of the image to have
different compression ratios.

Chrominance - 4 bits each

For 625 line 25fp
Sampling ratio:

Each pixel of the image has a value representing its
brightness and colour. The image is divided into 16 pixels
by 16 pixels blocks, which are then reduced to 8 pixels by
8 pixels blocks by removing alternate pixels. An average
value is then computed for each of these blocks. Further
compression may be applied.

A value (Cb, Cr) of 128 means no chrominance
MPEG compression is used for moving images.
(colour); it is a zero value used for black, grey and white
Offering about three times greater compression than
areas of the image.
JPEG, it works by comparing successive frames and
Historic note: VHS had a horizontal colour resolution recording the differences. If, for example, the background
of about 40 lines; it relied heavily on luminance. There doesn’t change, it simply repeats it, thus allowing areas
were only 575/576 lines in a 625 line TV image, the other containing moving subjects more file space for detailed
50 lines were for flyback and things like Ceefax. For data. For example, a newsreader may be sitting at a desk;
historic reasons (CRTs) the lines were scanned at a slight the background is stationary, the head may move a little,
angle and the top and bottom lines only extended halfway the mouth will move a lot. This generates a group of
across the screen.
pictures, or ‘GOP’, where a reference frame is followed by
many frames (possibly 14) which show accumulating
Luminance
Blue chroma
Red chroma
changes to the first. Then you start again with a new
reference frame.
4
2
2

Signal:

Y

Cb

Cr

Bits allocated:

8`

4

4

Sampling frequency:

13.5 MHz

6.75 MHz

6.75 MHz

Samples per line:*

720

360

360

Bit rate:

165.9 Mbps

I’ve included this table for reference, just in case you’re interested. Remember that there’s
8 bits (b) to a byte (B).
* Active video signal, excluding Vertical and Horizontal Blanking Intervals

MPEG uses three types of image:
Type I - Intraframe, or I - frame (also referred to as a
Key frame).
A reference frame in which the whole image is
encoded without reference to other frames.
Type P - Predictive, or P - frame.
Encoded using motion compensation on the previous
shot.
Type B - Bi-directional, or B - frame.

Full Aperture 4K, 4096 x 3112, 12.75M pixels, 1.32:1
Encoded using motion prediction on the previous and
next images, which must be either I or P frames (you
4K distributions must have a frame rate of 24fps (i.e.
cannot have adjacent B frames).
same as film). It’s a minefield for the unwary!
But there seems to be a conflict; why the move
The latest High Definition standard is SHV 8K (Super
towards HD and even 4k (of which there are several Hi-Vision) which is 7680 x 4320, 33.18M pixels.
standards! - let alone 8K SHV) and 3D - if we are all going
That’s 16 times HD, with 22.2, 360-degree, surround
to be watching films ‘on the move’ on a daft little screen
sound.
on a mobile?!
Expect it sometime around 2022.
If you are approached to make a ‘4K’ film for a client,
Best start saving now... and 11K is in development...
please ensure that they are aware of the aspect ratio and
frame rate (fps). They might assume that 4K is the same
For comparison, I have gleaned the following from my
as (or better than) UHD. Just to illustrate the confusion, Panasonic HC-X1 camera user guide (and I have selected
here are some of the current '4K' standards (‘4K’ is an recording formats for UK 50Hz as opposed to US 60Hz)...
approximate term)
Be aware that there is a maximum file size division
(Sources: TV-bay magazine, Wikipedia)

when making long recordings; these files are
QFHD 4K and 4KTV, 3840 x 2160, 8.3M pixels, 1.78:1, concatenated;
(4x 1920x1080 (HDTV)), 4K UHD 16:9 domestic TV
AVCHD scene: 4GB - about 30 mins.
Digital Cinema 4K, 4096 x 1714, 7.02M pixels, 2.39:1
MOV/MP4 scene when using an SDHC card: 4GB/30
mins,
or 96GB/3 hours if using an SDXC card.
Cinemascope Crop, 4096 x 1716, 7.03M pixels, 2.39:1
(Possibly the same as Digital Cinema 4K, above)
So now you know all about Sampling and
Quantisation, and why it’s important, and there’s some
Flat Crop, 3996 x 2160, 8.63M pixels, 1.85:1
other info thrown in for good measure to back it up.
Digital Cinema 4K, 4096 x 2160, 8.85M pixels, 1.90:1,
(4x 2048 x1080 (2K)) ‘DCI 4K’ Full Frame
[Next issue: Selecting SD cards]
Academy 4K, 3656 x 2664, 9.74M pixels, 1.37:1

File type

Picture size

Mpixels

Aspect
Ratio

fps

Bit Rate
Mbps

Min. SD type

Recording time
32GB card

MOV/MP4

4K 4096 x 2160

8.85

17:9

24p

100

U3 SDHC

40m

MOV/MP4

UHD 3840 x 2160

8.29

16:9

50p

150

U3 SDXC

(64GB minimum:
55m)

MOV/MP4

UHD 3840 x 2160

8.29

16:9

25p

100

U3 SDHC

40m

MOV/MP4

FHD 1920 x 1080

2.07

16:9

50p

ALL-I 200

U3 SDHC

20m

MOV/MP4

FHD 1920 x 1080

2.07

16:9

50p

100

U3 SDHC

40m

MOV/MP4

FHD 1920 x 1080

2.07

16:9

50p

50

C10/U1

1h 20m

MOV/MP4

FHD 1920 x 1080

2.07

16:9

25p

ALL-I 200

U3 SDHC

20m

MOV/MP4

FHD 1920 x 1080

2.07

16:9

25p

50

C10/U1

1h 10m

MOV/MP4

FHD 1920 x 1080

2.07

16:9

50i

50

C10/U1

1h 20m

AVCHD

1920 x 1080

2.07

16:9

50p

25

C4

2h 40m

AVCHD

1920 x 1080

2.07

16:9

50i

21

C4

3h 00m

AVCHD

1920 x 1080

2.07

16:9

50i

17

C4

4h 15m

AVCHD

1440 x 1080

1.56

12:9 (4:3)

50i

5

C4

13h 20m

AVCHD

1280 x 720

0.92

16:9

50p

8

C4

8h 30m

AVCHD

720 x 576

0.41

11.25:9

50i

9

C4

8h 15m

Just a few years ago we videographers had a digital wood, built to last, not save lives. Each era has its own
break-through, wherein we left 720 and hit the magic 1K science. A 1000cc road bike back then could only do 140
mph tops and there was absolutely nowhere on the open
video resolution ... and it was grabbed with both hands.
Before very long we had 2K resolution and owing to road to do it … this side of prison.
the enormous improvement over 1K, namely, it had
doubled in resolution, it too was considered a “must
have”. We are currently about to, perforce, adopt 4K as
the norm ... and just as we had saved enough to invest in
our “new” 4K system ... it's old.

With cars capable of speeds only fit for Nuremberg,
motorcycles that can achieve 170 mph, my question is,
where are we going? If we buy cars that can do speeds we
will never do, it follows that we will likely soon have
cameras with definition we will never use.

MP2, that’s a DVD, has twice the data of MP4. A DVD
is limited by the amount of data it can hold ... and its
player, the amount of data it can process per second. They
brought out Blue Ray and 2K, but an ordinary, standard
DVD can run a 2K video. Then we got 4K, but we had no
T/V that could do it justice. Now they have just started to
bring out T/V's that will justify 4K, we have 6K cameras,
yet the broadcast companies won't go much beyond 1K,
because of bandwidth, which, if greater, would limit the
number of stations the network could broadcast. Cameras
My late wife was knocked down by a bus, survived, with a 4K front end, produce so much data that it has to
and six instruments kept her alive. The matron said: be compressed down to MP4 in order to process it.
What I would like to know is, who has good enough
“Don't worry, she can't possibly die.” Little lights blinked
all around and she looked as though surrounded by a eyes to discern the difference between 4K and 6K on a T/V
Christmas tree. Small video cameras were secreted here ... when we get one?
and there and 1K resolution proved sufficient. Much of
It is a mish-mash of marketing pressures we see in
YouTube is 1K, usable, suffice. The odd thing, Filmora play here. The bottom has fallen out of the
makes a wonderful job of producing 1K DVD's, and an novice/amateur video camera market, it having been
even better one of 2K. I get remarkably good pictures on displaced by the iPhone. Very few people today have
a 42” T/V and projection, is 4K and beyond really knowledge of, or are interested in, film grammar, to
necessary, or are we going to have a huge, roll-up flexible produce well-edited, watchable films. Most films today
screen suspended from the curtain rail? (Now I’ve said it, are clips of the ‘You’ve Been Framed’ kind, which are
somebody will actually do it!). Yes … it is possible today, broadcast in 1K or less.
for flexible screens do exist.
Videographers with video cameras are banned from
My video camera has a 4K front end and a 2K back most public attractions, but iPhones are not banned by
end. It is possible to upgrade to 4K at the drop of a hat - anywhere near as many. If you are a dyed-in-the-wool
and a couple of hundred pounds. So why didn't I bother? videographer per se, you are indeed in the minority and a
Well ... I suppose it all depends on where your video is threat to whomever considers you “a threat”.
likely to end up. If it's YouTube, 2K is twice the resolution
I still use WORD 2003 on Vista. The machine is not
of the usual viewing medium. Some youngsters stream
connected to a router. It has many programs I need and
and watch movies on a tiny 3" screen, usually under the
use. They all do what I want and I can drive most of them
bedclothes is my experience as a grandparent.
quite well. Where's the disadvantage?
As you stand at the counter and hold the new “toy”
There is another “Dinosaur” in my family, my
for the first time, which is a 4K video camera, on the
daughter. She has a VHS-C video camera and I
delivery van due to arrive next week are cameras
convert/edit her videos. The results are quite acceptable,
producing 6K. Back at the manufacturers, 8K cameras are
enjoyable and viewable, for her and her friends. You
being put through their final tests … it has simply taken off.
wouldn't believe the state of her camera. It really is tatty
If it keeps going at this rate, you will hear the boast: and must have produced 10,000 hrs of footage. People
“I've just produced a 5 minute movie and it used up 27 laugh at it and look at the ceiling. Why does she still use
Gigs, (that's 5 DVD's-worth), and it only took 12 hrs to it? Well …. it has two buttons. One turns it ON/OFF. The
render!”
other is the record button. You press it, it goes, you press
It is a fact of life that the older one gets, the less likely it again, it stops. How do you know it's running? You can
he or she is to adopt change. The reason behind this hear it! Why doesn’t she use her iPhone? Everybody has
one of those. My granddaughter wears vintage dresses
“Dinosaur effect” is the obvious one of pragmatism.
I have a small car that will cruise economically at from the 50’s, as she considers they are much smarter
around 60 mph. I'm not interested in how fast it goes. The than clothes of today.
My computer is now 10 yrs old, still works, still edits
quite well and I'm stuck in the 2K rut. My son is a lecturer
and has the unenviable task of having to teach the truly
brilliant, non-technical medical profession how to operate
the evermore complex medical instrumentation that
enables life to be preserved against all the odds. He films
in 4K and his material normally arrives as a little talking
head in the top right of the screen, telling the medical
staff that the patient is dying and to select the word ‘GO’
in the little green window … or something like that.

As one ages, the “must have” syndrome fades and the
youngster next door has a sports car churning out 400
BHP, which does 170 mph and 15 mpg. It tears up a set of practical takes over, any sales executive will tell you this.
People still ride bicycles because they are practical, yet
rear tyres every month and he never has any money.
A-a-ah ... I can hear somebody asking: “...but what little improved.
When people, other than videographers, view your
were you like when you were 23 yrs old?” I had a
motorcycle that did 68 mpg and a back tyre lasted 30,000 film. Do they really care if it is 2K or 4K? Do they really
miles, because, back then tyres were about as “grippy” as notice an improvement in sound as in 96K over 48K, when

it is so dependent upon the microphones used? Do you thought given to how you shoot the footage to match the
music in parts of your production. How you've chosen to
upload to YouTube or project your films in a hall?
Where is all this leading? Well dear reader, where this give sound its place, treating it as a high priority. The way
is leading is about to be disclosed. It has been said many in which you tend your camera during the shoot,
times, it has been proven many times ... and it will never inspecting the lens for cleanliness before you hit RECORD.
The fact that you double check the camera settings, take
change:
your time and think ahead. Above all is the way in which
The success of your film has nothing to do with
you have determined what you want to see on the screen
definition being above or below 4K. It is all to do with the
before you commit to recording the scene ... because you
person that holds the camera and how it is manipulated.
know it is imperative so to do, and finally, how you have
The ‘magic' that inspires is in the filming for the edit, taken care to compose each picture, having not simply
the lighting, the mood, the way you paint with light, how walked up to a scene and hit RECORD.
you make your production seamless, the perspicacity
There really isn’t much of a disadvantage in being a
drawn upon as you aim for story board flow and an
“Dinosaur”.
unnoticed edit. The way in which you work your sound to
Dave Jones
match the picture, and what you know about producing
Sound Perspective. Your carefully chosen music, the

showing images of an American hotel. The proceedings
then commence following the band completing their set.
The Cube’s compere for the evening then introduced
the first film and as is tradition asked the Director or film
maker to give a brief introduction to their film before
The Cube Cinema Blue Screen evening - Wednesday screening. This was the first of 17 short films for the
25th September 2019
evening covering a wide variety of styles and durations
The Cube is an independent single screen venue from 60 seconds to 15 and a half minutes.
located in Kingsdown in central Bristol. Wikipedia
Eight members of the BFVS attended the meeting and
describes it as a microplex for artistic, cultural and musical seven of the club’s or its members films were shown. In
events as well as a cinema. The cinema in its current form addition, a former member of the club also gave a short
first opened in 1998 and is run as a non-profit making promotional speech and a showreel was screened
co-operative. At its heart is a 108 seat theatre which was advertising a Cornish film competition in 2020. The films
built by amateurs in 1964 and which includes a fly tower brought by the BFVS attendees included three
and conventional timber stage together with the documentaries and four dramas.
traditional heavy velvet maroon curtains.
The cinema is equipped with traditional theatre
The Cube holds its Blue Screen evening every couple seating and so an intermission to visit the bar half way
of months and offers a rare chance for amateur through the screening is good news for both the cinema’s
filmmakers to show their short film on a large cinema taking and patrons. The venue attracts local film makers
screen with the benefit of a powerful sound system to an and those interested in cinema. On the night it was a
audience of up to 100 people. The entrance fee is £3 but predominantly young audience of students who were
for film makers bringing along their own film entry is free. particularly vocal in their appreciation of the programme.
The evening is open to everyone but for years has been a The films screened included low budget student projects,
particularly strong draw for amateur Bristol based film experimental films, animated features, VLOG style
makers. As one would expect the quality varies but projects, amateur documentaries and short dramas.
consistent through all the films is the enthusiasm of the
For some it is also a venue to meet and network with
maker for the medium.
like-minded enthusiasts. The atmosphere appears relaxed
When the contingent and offers a rare opportunity for a film maker to see their
from the Bristol Film & Video film on a big screen surrounded by a reactive audience in
Society visited in force on the a shared collective experience. Another advantage of
25th September there was these evenings is the chance to invite cast and crew to see
queue outside the building the tangible result of their work displayed in a proper
half an hour before the doors cinema setting.
opened. The established
The organisers aim to complete the evening at around
format is queue at the box
10pm and make efforts to show all the films which have
office desk and hand in your
been submitted that evening. Inevitably with the variety
film on a memory stick.
of digital video formats and codecs in use one film maker
Whilst the admin takes place
was unlucky to have his film shown but that was due to
and the films are sorted into
technical problems reading the file. They then get a free
a running order for the evening there is time to wait in the
pass to the next Blue Screen event. At the end of the
bar suitably refreshed until the show starts.
evening the film files are collected from a box at the front
The evening started with an improvised live music set of the stage and the punters depart.
from the Cube’s own band to a stylistic film background
David Price

We all know that recording pictures is easy, and that
recording audio is hard. You can stand anywhere and
zoom in to capture the video action, but to have any sort
of success recording audio, the mic ideally needs to be
close to the sound source.

LEDs go out after 3 seconds,
and I think that's a clever bit
of incognito design thinking.
Can something so cheap
be any good, or have I simply
thrown money away? Just
buying a mono lav mic on its own for a tenner doesn't
sound (ha, see what I did there?) like a good idea now,
does it?

This is especially true when filming talking heads, and
the ubiquity of the tie-clip or lavalier microphone shows
how good voice recordings can be when the mic is used up
close. In fact I've often said, and more often proved, that
a cheap mic used up close, beats an expensive mic used
But here we have a good-looking retractable ballpoint
metres away, hands down.
pen that comes equipped with a very respectable built-in
Lav mics and flesh-coloured cheek mics are fine on omni directional mono mic, a rechargeable lithium-ion
news readers, dance teachers and interviewees, and battery (good for 20 hrs recording), earphones for
we've all become accustomed to seeing the mic in shot playback (not for monitoring of recording in progress),
and an in-line remote control that lets you alter the
and additionally we all accept it without question.
But this won't do in the movies, where the suspension volume as well as go forward or backward through your
of belief depends on the viewer not realising that any sort recordings on playback.
If you can be bothered you can set the time and date
of electro-optical-mechanical contraption captured the
unfolding story. Same with any form of covert recording, using a computer to identify the files recorded to the SD
where the presence of a visible microphone could well card, and alter the recording bit-rate from 32 kbps to 384
kbps in five steps. Mine's set on 192 kbps, a very
alter what's being said.
So let's take a look at this very nifty audio recorder respectable compromise.
But what really bowled me over was this. I connected
ballpoint pen. They're available on eBay from as little as
£3.75, but feeling flushed I signed away £9.99 including a decent pair of Audio Technical noise cancelling
delivery, and this No-Name 'Digital Voice Recorder' headphones to the little in-line remote, and realised that
this pen has a very respectable stereo amplifier on board.
arrived through my letterbox.
MP3 songs recorded to the
Can't say I was expecting
micro SD card sound
much, but then these days
detailed and smooth, with
I'm
being
constantly
solid bass lines. I've played
bewildered by how good and
the audio though my solidhow
cheap
Chinese
speakered hi-fi too, because
electronics have become.
I love to see the look on the
Out of the box fell what
faces of friends as I reveal
appeared to be a perfectly
the sound source.
normal retractable ballpoint
The ballpoint pen audio
recorder

One oddity worth noting
is that the SD card can be
inserted into its slot either
way round, and of course
with it inserted incorrectly
As you can see, once the pen nestles alongside other you're left with a mute
pens and pencils it effectively becomes invisible on the ballpoint pen. Interestingly
the LEDs will flash red and
film set.
blue to tell you if the card's been inserted incorrectly.
Included is a very
comprehensive
set
of
strangely
worded
instructions, some so-so ear
buds, an in-line remote
control and a USB charging
cable.
pen, and sure enough the
black ink flows beautifully
and what's more, new ink
cartridges
are
readily
available.

A micro SD card is
needed
(though
not
supplied), and about 144 hours of MP3 files can be
recorded onto an 8 gig card. The pen unscrews to reveal
the USB charging / file transfer socket, and the slot for the
micro SD card.
A careful look around the pen shows that it is very
nicely made, with no evidence of a microphone aperture,
but then that's hidden under the spring-loaded pocket
clip. There are two tiny LEDs that change colour to show
battery level, whether the pen is on, in record standby, in
playback or record mode. While actually recording, all

Other than that the pen is almost unbelievably good,
and looking at the files in Audacity shows them to be
recorded at a good level, with peaking controlled, and
they're noise free. Is it good enough to be used to record
the audio on my latest drama? Well, possibly not, but it
sure does record respectable backup audio, and in a very
inconspicuous way.
Tom Hardwick. FACI

They do say being creative is 90% inspiration and 10%
perspiration. I'd say 10% desperation! Take thinking up an
idea for a short film. When inspired, ideas flow like magic.
A group of people without a thought between them can
come to life if someone suggests an idea. Once the seed is
sown, everyone wants to improve on it, or make
suggestions. That's fine. It sets the ball rolling and things
can quickly escalate. Just make sure that once the
screenplay is signed off it's not modified afterwards. I've
known people suggest new ideas at the filming stage.
“Wouldn't it be funny if ...” Yes it would. . But not in the
cold light of day when it's not part of the planned script.

and continue to burgle the room, taking the telly with
them.

Tracey Ullman used a mislead for a sketch she did in
the T.V. series Three of a Kind. Opening on Tracey's face,
she is lying down and in great agony. She's moving in such
a way and whimpering like she's giving birth. Someone
dabs her perspiring face, urging her to “Push, Push. Nearly
there. A bit more. Push harder.” The camera then reveals
Tracey full length. She is struggling and straining to get in
to a pair of tight jeans.

One such starts off with a man leaving his house early in
the morning. He walks with his feet splayed a little. Soon
he is joined by a second man who falls in tight behind him,
feet splayed. More and more people join in until there's a
long line of people packed closely and marching with
splayed feet. At the end we see where they are heading to the Sardine Canning factory!

The Mislead is one type of visual gag but of course
there are others. Visual humour is very strong and
survives being shown abroad because language is no
problem. Scriptwriters Peter Vincent along with script
editor Barry Cryer came up with a great (mainly visual)
idea for Russ Abbot. The rooftop restaurant on top of the
Tower of Pisa. Russ Abbot played the hapless waiter trying
to serve diners while having to stop everything sliding off
the table and into their laps. He had problems climbing
uphill to serve food. He had to pour milk, coffee and soup
After the inspiration runs out, it's useful to have one from ridiculous angles so they landed in the right bowls.
or two comedy techniques at hand. One of these is the The sketch ran for nine minutes without a word being said.
MISLEAD. It's where you set something up and at the end
The comedian Dave Allen is well known for his
it turns out to be something else entirely. It's almost a presentation - seated, cigarette in hand, a carefully timed
visual pun.
delivery. His shows also included short comedy sketches.

Incidentally, Dave Allen appeared in my first Super
8mm film. I'd bought a new camera, an Agfa Movexoom
10 and was trying it out for the fist time at a pub called the
George and Dragon on the river Thames in Berkshire. A
launch arrived and who should alight but Dave Allen. He
lived nearby at the time. Of course I quickly pointed the
camera to record the moment. When the film came back
it turned out he hadn't stood in focus! Not a single frame
of his walking to his car was sharp. Well, I for one know
Comedians Gareth Hale and Norman Pale were in who it is...
Amateurs use these techniques as well as the
vogue for a number of years. One sketch of theirs had
Hale as a jogger impatiently trying to cross a busy road. To professionals. One film I saw at Weymouth Movie Makers
achieve his aim, when he sees a car coming he pushes recently was provided by a visiting club. (Sorry but I've
another jogger into the path of the car. The car slams on forgotten which). It had a great Mislead. It featured a card
the brakes, the jogger's lying in the road in front. Pace gets game in action - very atmospheric. Players started saying
out of the car with a first aid kit. He kneels by the front of things like “too hot for me”, “I've had enough”, “no more
the car as though he's going to treat the jogger, but for me”, as they looked at their cards. Then
produces a small tin of paint and a brush and starts to simultaneously they turn towards the camera and shout
out “shut up!”. The background music stops and we see
brush out the scratches on his car.
Another example of a Mislead - two lads sit on a from their viewpoint a bewildered classical guitar player.
settee drinking beer and watching football. The game Priceless.
Norman Wisdom used the technique at the start of
one of his films. He's looking aloof, sitting in the back of a
large Rolls-Royce limousine. A wider shot reveals the car
move off when the traffic lights turns green. The RollsRoyce moves off out of frame to reveal Norman Wisdom
sitting on his bicycle, which had been hidden behind the
limousine. What's more the chauffeur proved to be a
character he came up against later in the film.

ends and one of them switches off the telly, saying, “Oh
well, back to work.” At which point they both don masks

Happy Filming,
Melvyn Dover

I'm currently working on a re-imagination of
a remake of a reworking of an idea I stole
off someone.
g
Smilin
Keep
Pip

The Essential Courier by john Devenish

appears so seamless and easy on the screen. However,
behind that superb unity there have been many hours of
effort; many kilometres travelled, many months just
John’s brief statement on the Club’s Movie Catalogue
waiting for the right season or weather conditions, many
is: “An assignment for the Documentary Course,
Continuing Education at the University of Sydney.” This
does not do this movie justice. This is movie is better
described as a gritty city/ unban documentary in the style
of “cinema verite”. This video achieved second place in
the documentary section at the VOTY competition in
2004. Even here the judges may have been distracted by
looking at its weaknesses and failing to appreciate its
strengths. Being a gritty city documentary, there are “on
the street” interviews which purist judges could complain
were too affected by background noises. To have posed
these interviews indoors with careful lighting and sound
recording would clearly have produced a better technical
result but would have totally destroyed the
hours of editing. This dedication shows in all his
documentary’s atmosphere and mood. These “door stop”
productions and is a lesson for us all.
interviews with all their city background sounds help
In 2007 Max won his first VOTY with Whistlefield as
create the atmosphere and provide this video with its
well as collecting Best Sound. This video had all the
authenticity.
ingredients that Max would further refine and that would
define his “style.” Whistlefield was about the efforts of a
man and his wife to build a model railway, 7 ¼ inch gauge,
on their property.
https://vimeo.com/145760916

The documentary approach Max uses is certainly not
unique so even though he chooses to make this type of
video it cannot, in itself, be called his “style”. His “style”
appears subconsciously from how he tackles this type of
genre. It comes from such activities and mental processes
as who he chooses for his videos; how he melds the
interview and action; it is how he can elicit personal
details from the interviewees because of a binding trust
he has built up with them; it is how he builds the
atmosphere through the sound track; it is in what he
selects to show the viewer and what he withholds. This
amalgam of personal decisions and creativity, whilst
difficult to separate and identify in each of Max’s movies,
nevertheless as a whole earmarks his “style.”

The close cropped faces of the interviewees enhanced
this realism of this cinema verite genre. This genre was
inspired by the Soviet filmmaker and theorist, Dziga
Vertov and his newsreels and documentaries that aimed
at “truthful cinema”. The camera of The Essential Courier
searches a bike courier’s body for evidence of prior
injuries, thus validating the courier’s description of his
The videos that best exemplify Max’s style are those
accidents. This is pure cinema verite in action where the where the story is based around people and their lives.
camera is used to unveil or highlight subjects which may Two such videos are Whistlefield and The Hills of Wildes
be otherwise hidden from observation.
Meadow. Both show the human spirit struggling to
At the beginning the dissolve from the bike race on overcome obstacles to either achieve a dream or to run a
the large screen to a “bike-cam” shot winding through the family farming business. It is in the telling of personal
city traffic promised a creative approach to editing. stories that Max is at his best. In Whistlefied he captures
Unfortunately that expectation was soon dashed as the beautifully the emotions of finally achieving a goal that
movie then settled down to the conventional use of fade- took ten years; to finally run a train on the track they built
outs and fade-ins to link various snippets of interviews. through cuttings and over bridges. In the close cropped
This movie meets the criteria of a “direct cinema” faces of the couple we share their sense of achievement;
documentary. That is, a documentary that mainly tells a we can see how much the completion of this railway
story without a voice-over narrator. There are only a brief meant to them. Then we are shown around the track with
introduction and conclusion by a “hidden” narrator, the beautifully composed shots that highlight that this track
bulk of the story is carried by the segments of interviews. traverses a farm with chooks, cattle and farm equipment.
Whistlefield by Max Davies
https://vimeo.com/144087976
The Hills of Wildes Meadow by Max Davies
https://vimeo.com/144962171
Max Davies’ videos take us to familiar places but
present them in a new light and we meet interesting
characters along the way. Max’s well developed style of
mixing interesting interviews with documentary footage

In the video, The Hills of Wildes Meadow, Max uses a
structure that he applies to almost all of his subsequent
videos. He uses the interviewee to talk about a process
that involves people. In The Hills of Wildes Meadow the
process is the farming of potatoes. By focusing on the
process we lose some of the personal story of the family.
All the vagaries of potato farming dominates but there is
still insights into this family; there are the weariness at
season’s end and their cut out party lunch at the local pub.

WWW.

ANTARCTICA {Worth watching again)
www.vimeo.com/41225777

These free tutorials are all from the same Youtube
channel and are well worth checking out:
Who's Who in the Movie Credits
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CutWL8Al61E

ICE FIORD
https://vimeo.com/364460353
How a Director Stages and Blocks a Scene
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FBnSmbafC8

COMET
https://vimeo.com/347565673
History of Green Screen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8aoUXjSfsI

DENALI
https://vimeo.com/channels/staffpicks/122375452?a
utoplay=1
The Science of Exposure and Metering
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BHbY9p4BgI
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